

Summer was a busy time for
our family! Omri is now one, Macy is
three, Gabriella is four, and Larinda is six.
It’s hard to believe they’ve grown so fast! We had birthday parties for the girls in
July, August, and September. It’s during those times we are thankful for large living and
dining rooms! The girls all like playing dress-up, and imagining they are characters from
their favorite movies. I don’t think Omri always has a complete understanding of what is going
on (Macy usually casts him as “Prince So-and-so”), but he likes playing with his sisters. We’ve
started a family tradition of going out to eat at the UN club for Sunday lunch.
Larinda is doing first grade this year in homeschool. She’s getting good at telling time, addition with
two- and three-digit numbers, reading, and writing stories. She especially likes her astronomy course, and
always has something new to tell me about the sun, planets, or space when I come home from work each day.
There are a few other missionary kids (MKs) in town, and they get together sometimes for art, PE, or play time.
In addition to keeping the house running, and our lives in order, and homeschooling Larinda, Stephanie has been
sorting through boxes of books, repairing damaged ones, and organizing them into an MAF library. She’s finding
her experience working at the local library in high school is coming in quite handy. Occasionally she can also
be found teaching some of the MKs Tae Kwon Do.

Please pray…
- That we’d continue to gain French and Swahili skills
- That Owen would find a new IT assistant soon
- For sufficient rain during the upcoming dry season

Our MAF team is great, and we’re
starting to make friends with other
expats and Congolese people as well.
Day-to-day life takes a lot of
effort, but overall we are
doing well in Africa.
Thanks you for
your support!
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One of the churches in town has an English service
that we’ve been attending. It’s nice to understand
and know some of the songs and speakers.
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When Owen isn’t fixing a WIFI antenna, setting up a server, or
configuring a router he enjoys watching an NFL game online,
or a downloaded TV episode or movie with Stephanie.
He accomplishes some of the odd jobs to be done
around the house, but after a day of work and
getting the kids to bed, a movie and cold Coke
from a glass bottle usually wins.

